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Editing
Verb: to prepare (a film, 

recording, photo, etc.) to be 
seen or heard : to change, 
move, or remove parts of



Every podcaster should consider 
editing their show because of its 

ability to increase IMPACT.



Do You Need To Edit?





If  a podcast doesn't 

have good production, 

I don't subscribe in 

the first place.



Shows have less 

than 5 minutes to 

catch my attention.



If  I give a show a listen and it's 

going to waste my time with a lot of  

rambling and looking for notes and 

hosts losing their places, I don't 

listen a second time. 

Everything I’m subscribed to is 

edited.

Mignon Forgarty (Grammar Girl)



Every podcaster should consider 
editing their show because of its 

ability to increase IMPACT.
-David Jackson





I love editing. It's one of my 
favorite parts about filmmaking.
Steven Spielberg



If you are live on-air anything goes! But 
anything prerecorded should be perfect.
-Vallerie Geller









If we edit items going to 
important people 

(Resumes, E-mails) Does 
this mean our audience 

isn’t important if we 
don’t edit?



Have you ever 
unsubscribed to a 

podcast? Would you have 
stayed if they had done a 

little editing?



Yes! There was a podcast a couple years ago that fit 
this problem. The host Spent the first hour of a two-
hour episode talking with his guest about completely 
irrelevant things. And the host couldn't stop saying, 
"um." Solo shows were even worse on the "um" front, 
as it seemed to be every fourth word.

-Daniel J. Lewis



I've done this several times. My test is the car. If your 
levels are no good there, your out! If you and your 
cohost are at like a 10 db difference then I delete ya! 



TECH MATH IV





Sound Sharpening Content Sharpening



Production Sharpening



EDITS PREPARATION



No PREPARATION

+

No EDITING

= Less Impact 

= LessAudience



Give me six hours to 
chop down a tree, and I 
will spend four hours 
sharpening the axe.
-President Abraham Lincoln







INTERVIEWS



, 



, But I do know…



















SHOW NAME
EPISODES
INTERVIEWS
PRODUCTION
FINISHED





Edit through the ears of your audience
Your edits should not sound like an edit
Save different versions in case you need to go backwards





“No” Answers
Ums
Stock Answers
Talk Overs – Interruptions
Brain Farts
Over Answer
Too Much Detail





Ums – Crutch Words
Over Answers
Stepping On Each Other
Answer / Response
Hiccups – Skype – Brain
No I haven’t….



EDITING PREP PROMOTE

EDIT PREPARE PROMOTION



GOOD IMPACT



Every podcaster should consider 
editing their show because of its 

ability to increase IMPACT.
-David Jackson
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